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Introduction 
Retail trading is extremely interactive and a visual activity. With your recent purchase of 

MTP’s Angle Trade Lines, you can take advantage of trading any strategy or methodology 

to its fullest. Trade directly on the charts, the way you see it. The dynamic trade lines allow 

you to be price and time independent. No matter if your strategy is a reversal method or a 

continuation method, MTP’s Angled Trade Lines will become a favorite tool in your trading 

plan, helping you achieve your financial goal. 

MTP Angle Trade lines is not a strategy or methodology. It is a tool designed for you and 

your strategies. MTP Angle Trade Lines offer the independent retail trader a visual way to 

execute the trade strategies within your portfolio of methods. We here at SapphireFX wish 

you all the success – Happy trading. 

What’s Included 
After installing the product, open Metatrader 4, and a 

quick look into the Navigator panel you will find: 

 

1. An expert advisor named 

ManageThePip_AngledTrades. 

 

2. Six new scripts, all beginning with MTP_ 
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Quick Start Guide 
MTP Angled Trade Lines are easy to master, making your trading life easy.  

There are only two things you need to do: 

• Put a smile  on your chart™.  Simply drag the ManageThePip_AngleTrades 

expert advisor onto the chart. 

• Drag a script-line onto your chart and place it just the way you need. 

 

This is the basic operation needed to get started. Like any new endeavor, using your demo 

account freely provided by FXCM is highly recommended. Learning in your demo account 

allows you to gain a familiarity and develop your skills with MTP Angle Trades to get the 

most from your investment. 
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The Basic EA Settings 
The operation of using MTP Trade Angles is a two-step process, but you probably have questions about 

other aspects of the tool and what else can be done with the expert advisor. The next few section of this 

manual will begin to cover some of these questions and capabilities of the power and available flexibility 

of MTP Angle Trades. 

MTP Angled Trade Lines are simple to use and easy to master. Before getting around to the 

script definitions, let’s cover what can be adjusted in the expert advisor. 

 

When you drag-n-drop MTP’s AngleTrade EA onto your chart, a pop-up box is 

presented (shown above). A brief explanation of the values is presented in the following 

chart.  

Parameter Default 
Value Comments 

DefaultLotSize 1 mini-lot LotSize_Method / AccountRiskPercent combination is the 
default.  
To set a fixed DefaultLotSize make LotSize_Method = FALSE 

DefaultStopLoss 54 pip A default stop loss will be place with any trade open. 
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DefaultTakeProfit 200 pip A default Take Profit is place with all trades. 
LotSize_Method TRUE When set to "TRUE", trade will open with a percent of 

avaialble margin. 
When set to "FALSE", trade will open with a fixed lot size 

AccountRiskPercent 2% EA use's this value to calculat lot size 
Order_Method TRUE Required to be "TRUE" for scripts to work. 
ExitLines_Method TRUE Required to be "TRUE" forExitLine  script to work. 
Order_CloseOnNext_Method FALSE When set to "TRUE", allows  

DefaultOrderDeviation 2 Prevents requotes with a couple pip lee-way. High speed 
internet connections should be able to use "0". 

 

NOTES about Default Stop Loss and Default Take Profit. 

• It is unwise to trade without Stop Loss or Take Profit. 

• These orders types reside on Brokers Server. 

• ExitLine scripts do not override defaults but are used in harmony. 

• A simple two-to-one risk/reward method can be taken with a single pending 

order trade. (example: SL = 30 pip  TP = 60 pip) 

• A default Stop Loss is there to protect your account. 

• The use of an ExitLine is better described as a stealth order type as it resides on 

your local Metatrader 4 session. (more on this powerful script later) 

• Whether you use a fixed ratio, fixed fractional, or other adhoc trade management 

methodology, changing the lot size is easy.  

 

Script Definitions 
MTP_Line_Exit With an open trade, when price hits this line the trade closes. 

The Exit-Line can be used as a stop-loss or a take profit. 
Only two can be placed on a single chart. 

 

Pending orders are a type trade instruction that should not be 
executed until current market price reaches your specified entry 

level. 
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MTP_Pending_BuyLimit A trade request to buy at the Ask price. This order is normally placed 
when you are expecting price to go lower before reversing to a higher 
level. 

MTP_Pending_BuyStop A trade request to Buy at the Ask price. This order is normally placed 
when you are expecting price to continue higher. 

MTP_Pending_SellLimit A trade request to Sell at the Bid price. This order is normally placed 
when you are expecting price to go higher before reversing to a lower 
level. 

MTP_Pending_SellStop A trade request to Sell at the Bid price. This order is normally placed 
when you are expecting price to initially go higher before reversing 
and continuing lower. 

MTP_Pending_Clear This script allows you to close any pending trades on the chart that 
have not executed. 
Because all visual MTP Angle Trade Lines are interactive, you can also 
select the line right on the chart and press the keyboards delet key 
just as you would to remove any object from your Metatrader 4 
charts. 

Note about scripts: It is important to understand the definition and proper use 

of pending orders. Unexpected behavior can result by placing a pending order 

technically on the wrong side of price action.  

As an example, a Buy-Limit technically belongs on the underside of price 

action and is sent to market when price falls down to the pending order 

execution price level. If you inadvertently drag and drop a Buy-Limit pending 

order onto the chart above current price action, the pending order promptly 

opens a buy position at the market price because the proper conditions are met. 

 

Tips, Tricks, and Training 
The best way to learn how to gain the most from this powerful and simple tools is to just 

Drag them onto a demo account chart. Here’s a few examples and suggestions to get 

you started. 
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Tip # 1: You can toggle the lines names off and on using a built in feature of 

Metatrader 4 charts.  Right-click anywhere on a chart and select “Properties” 

from the pop-up menu. Simply check or uncheck the box labeled “Show 

object descriptions” located on the Common property tab. (See image below) 

 

 

 

Tip # 2: A standard pending order can only be placed at a fixed price level. Your 

investment in MTP Angled Trade 

Lines frees you from this 

limitation. You can angle the line 

just as you would any other line. 

Double-click the line to expose 

the “Handles”. These little white 

dots allow you to reposition the 

line as you see fit. 
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Trick #1: Well, it might not actually be a trick, but lines have properties too! Right-click        

on the line and select “Trendline 

properties” to see what’s all available.  

 

For instance, lines have a starting 

point and an end point. You can use these 

line properties to your 

advantage.  

Maybe you want the 

trade to begin some 

where in the future, or 

perhaps set the line’s 

end point at a place 

where you anticipated 

price to already have moved past already.  

 

Tip #3:  You may have different money management techniques for your individual 

strategies or currency pairs. There’s no need to reinvent the wheel (as they say) each and 

every time. Simply save the expert advisor settings into a unique profile  with a naming 

convention of your choosing. Then simply load this profile with a single click and your off 

and running.  
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Training: Before we begin this section let me reiterate: None of these images within this 

document has any implied meaning. This document is a training tool for MTP 

Angle Trade Lines and presenting what the line can do mechanically on a 

chart. How you choose to use them is all up to you and your strategies. 

 

Here’s a chart where I dragged both varieties of pending Buy order lines onto a chart. 

 

In the above scenario, let me walk you through what would happen. . . 

 

If the BuyStop is triggered: 

• The Buy Order is filled at the price and time of “intersection”. 

• The BuyStop line will disappear from the chart and be replaced with the green order 

line from FCXM. 

• If price moves up to ExitLine2, the trade will close with profit. 

• If price action falls to ExitLine1 before reaching the target, the trade will close with a 

loss. The BuyLimit line is ignored because one trade is already open. 
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If the BuyLimit is triggered: 

• The Buy Order is filled at the price and time of “intersection”. 

• The BuyLimit line will disappear from the chart and replaced with the green order 

line from FXCM. 

• If price moves up to ExitLine2, before reaching ExitLine1, the trade will close with 

profit. 

• If price action falls to ExitLine1 before reaching the target, the trade will close with a 

loss. The BuyStop line is ignored because one trade is already open. 

 

Note: Once the open trade closes, the remaining pending order line  

is available to open a new trade. 

 

Training is not limited to a demo account only. Take full advantage of MTP Angle Trade 

Lines to test and refine your trade methods by using the Metatrader 4 Strategy Tester. 

 

Now you can train the way you trade; Visually – Interactively - Smartly. 

Thank you for your purchase and if you have any questions, please contact us via email at 

support@managethepip.com  We’re always glad to talk with other traders. 

And remember . . .        Put a smile  on your charts ™ 
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Risk Disclaimer 

The application displayed in this document does not take in to consideration your individual personal 

circumstances and trading objectives. Therefore it should not be considered as a personal 

recommendation or investment advice. Past performance is not indicative of future results. 
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